To be the best I can be….

Friday 30th April
Dear Parents and Carers,
We have had a super second week learning about how we can be
fantastic Understand Others Bears. We talked about recognising that we
all have different strengths and that we can help the children in our class
to be Keep On Going Bears when things are tricky. Many of the children
have been able to think of encouraging phrases they can use to help
others when the learning is difficult.
The winners of our Fantastic Friday Feedback for showing
brilliant behaviour this week are:
Giraffe Class

Zebra Class

Penguin
Class

Lion Class

Leopard Class

Dolphin Class

Oscar

Nancy

Poppy

Minnie

Lois

Mya

These are the children who have been trying to be the best they can be this week:
Giraffe Class

Zebra Class

Penguin Class

Will S
Lexi
Austin
Work Well
Challenge Concentrate
Bear
Bear
Yourself Bear
Senan
Keep On
Going Bear

Poppy
Improve
Bear

Isabel
Work
Well Bear

Lion Class

Leopard
Class

Dolphin Class

Orla
Riley
Molly
Understand Concentrate Work Well
Bear
Bear
Others
Bear
Clarissa
Ben
Haris
Work
Challenge
Concentrate Well Bear Yourself Bear
Bear

Happy Birthday Bromley Heath Infants
We have enjoyed a week with lots of work around celebrating our
school’s 60th birthday. The children have shown a real delight in
looking at the pictures and finding out about ex pupils’ memories of
their time at our school. It was lovely for the children to find out that
past pupils also enjoyed their time here. Many thanks to all of you
who were able to send in any information.

Thursday morning saw one of our special events. Socially distanced, we all collected
onto the school field to create our birthday message to the school. It was so lovely for
us to see the whole school together and the children’s excitement on seeing the
drone. (I am sorry, I think it might become the next wish on their birthday list!)

Today the exciting activities have continued. The children were able to
watch a special video message from Andy (from Andy’s Safari adventures)
wishing us a happy birthday and enjoy some cake before some fun time
with their friends. Please click on the link to see our special message from
Andy. https://youtu.be/KumsYNQlN0s
We have had a great week and the events today have created a great start to the
holiday weekend for us all.

Dates for Your Diary
Friday 28th May: INSET day, school is closed for all pupils
Wishing you all a really lovely long weekend.
Take care and stay safe
Mrs. Kirsti Harris
Headteacher

